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Hi6tory of the Stritch School of Medicine
By the 1960's SSOM began to outgrow
its facilities and plans were underway for construction of a new medical school and 504
bed teaching hospital on a 60-acre tract of
land in Maywood, Illinois. In honor of a generous benefactor the teaching hospital was
named Foster McGaw Hospital of Loyola University. The medical school was occupied New
Year's Day of 1969 and the Loyola University Medical Center opened its doors to patients on May 21 , 1969.
With the increasing demand for medical care, Loyola has continued to expand. In
1981 the Mulcahy Outpatient Center was con, r ' ted and in 1986 the 9-story Russo Surgie ' a · : on was added. That same year Loyola
si~nate~ as a Level I trauma center.
\
r la}e the Lifestar Helicopter Emer'e ·,c al System became operational,
y completion of the Emergency
. acility in 1991.
With new innovations in medical care
_ _.....a~ d technology came demands for improveme' t in medical education. In July of 1997
,-.",",- -,
new Stritch School of Medicine, designed
o facilitate the needs of a modern medical
e ucation curriculum, opened its doors to its
fi st incoming class: the class of 2001 . Soon
t , follow was the completion of the Center
or Health and Fitness.
s c h 0 0
Today Loyola's Foster G. McGaw Hosgained apital, including the Vincent P . and Frances
creditatio '
G. Russo Surgical Pavilion, is a teaching, terfrom
th
Council on Medical Education and Hospital
tiary care facility with 536 licensed beds. It
has been nationally recognized for its conof the American Medical Association.
Loyola's efforts to improve its school
tribution to the study and treatment of carfacilities were limited by a lack of funds until
diovascular disease, perinatal and neonatal
disorders, cancer and burn injuries.
the 1940's when Samuel Cardinal Stritch,
Archbishop of Chicago, lent his name to an
Through growth and improvement ,
annual fundraising dinner which became a
the Loyola University Medical Center has conmajor source of financial support for the
tinued to fulfill Samuel Cardinal Stritch's
school. On April 15, 1948 the Board of Trustdream: that of a major Catholic medical cenees approved a resolution to designate the
ter dedicated to meeting the ever changing
school as the Stritch School of Medicine in
needs of the community.
honor of Cardinal Stritch.
In 1870 Rev. Arnold Damen founded
St. Ignatius College, a liberal a rts college on
Chicago's West Side. Initially consisting of
only four professors and 37 students, the
school was soon renamed Loyola University
Chicago and relocated to what is now its lake
shore campus. At that time, Chicago was home
to several independent medical colleges. In
1909 the Illinois Medical School became affiliated with Loyola University followed in
1910 by the Bennett and Reliance Medical
Colleges. In 1915 the entire organization fell
under control of the trustees and became the
Loyola University School of Medicine.
A home for Loyola's medical s
was chosen in 1917 with the purc ~ "
Chicago College of Medic·

19
, Left: The original Medical School at
706 S. Wolcott , across from Cook
County Hospital in Chicago.

' s.

Right: Billboard
adverstising the new
hospital and an a er ial
view of the medical
center shor tly after its
completion.

TODAY
The medical center today (clockwise
from left): the emergency entrance
off of First Ave., Russo Surgical
Pavilion, Foster Mc Gaw Hspital,
the Cardinal Bernardin Cancer
Center, and the Stritch School of
Medicine.

Left: Just a few of the
graduates of Stritch
that have gone on to
become our mentors.
As they looked as
students (from left to
right): Dr. Ra lph
Leischner, Dr. Richard
Cooper, Dr . James
Kennedy, Dr. Paul
O'Keefe.
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History of Loyola
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... Dolly became a
household name as
scientists in Scotland
show the world that
cloning is no
longer just science
fiction.

... Chicago lost two of
its favorite sons when
Harry Caray died and
Michael Jordan retired.

... Ioveable
funnyman Chris
Farley died of a
drug overdose.
1

... the world mourned
the death of Princess
Diana- who died in a
car accident as the
paparazzi chased her
through Paris.

... Furbies
caused unprecedented

... the world
did not end
with the turn
of the
century... but
concerns
about the Y2K bug
persisted for months.

... President
brought shame and an
impeachment trial to the White House as a
result of an oval office affair with Monica
Lewinski.
... tragedy struck the
Kennedy family
again as John Jr.
died in a tragic plane
crash with his new
wife.

... a little
blue pill
called
Viagra
c a use d unprecedented excitement
in males across the

--,ro--;-~

... the Elian Gonzalez
saga finally came to a
close with his return
to Cuba.
... the popular 1980's T. V.
show Charlie's Angels
made a comback this
year on the big screen
with Drew Barrymore,
lucy liu and Cameron
Diaz as the modern day
Angels.

... the battle over
Florida's Electoral Votes
for the White House
between AI Gore and
George W. Bush divided
the country and caused
some people to wonder
whether either man was
qualified to be President.

... millions tuned
in to watch the
final episode of
Seinfeld. A Thursday night void
velops soon
... O.J. continued to
make headlines as he
lost his Civil case
against the Goldman
"fffffamil
fafamfamfamily. "

superstar
and outspoken
radio host
Jesse "The
Body"
Ventura
..'" ,,-~.. convinced
... Marshal Applewhite's
L....,.;,II:tI.LL~-=::..~ the people
struck as the weather obsession with the
of Minnesota that he has what
phenomena known
Hale-Bopp comet led to
it takes to be their Governor.
as EI Nino unleashed a mass suicide within
its fury.
"Heaven's Gate."
4

Timeline

... Britney Spears climbed
to the top of the charts.
... Ricky Martin led latin
m usic revolution.
... Em inem-just livin' the
thug life.

appears in memorable scene featuring
an original new hair
style.

... the public
was shocked
into reality
about the state
of Our nation's children as students from
Columbine High School ran for cover.

... Richard
proved to
be the
ultimate
survivor as
he outsmarted
Kelly;;The
Rat" and
the rest of the contestants to
win the one million dollar prize
on the T. V. show Survivor.

... Hillary Clinton
emerged from her
husband's shadow
to claim a senate
seat in New York.
Timeline
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Wlndq Cltq
TrIvIa
Above: A little fun in the sun at
Great America, just a short ride
north of the city.
Right: The Hancock building
and Ferris wheel mark the
northern skyline.
Below: Did we mention the
nightlife? Chicago's varied neighborhoods provide an exciting
variety of tastes and taps, not to
mentio n an escape from the regular
nights at Doc Ryan's.

The name "Windy City" was
given to Chicago by New York Sun
editor Charles Dana in 1893 , tired
hearing long winded politicians
boasting about the Columbian
Exposition held that year.
The first regulation baseballs
and bats used by professional pI
were manufactured by Chicago
entrepreneur Albert G. Spalding.
Chicago is home to the first
totally fire-proof hotel, the Palmer
House Hilton at State and Monroe.
Chicago's own, Jane Addams,
founder of Hull House, was the
first American woman to win the
Nobel Peace Prize (1931).
The first Ferris Wheel made
it' s debut in Chicago in 1893 at
the World's Columbian Exposi-

Above: Chicago is home to a rich
array of distractions from medical
school life. Despite the White Sox's
winning record, Stritch students hit
the North side of town for a share in
the atmosphere of the Wrigley
Field bleachers
Center: Mike TakacsCub fan, Bud man.
Right: Taste of Chicago
(above) and Navy Pier
(below)

Hugh Hefner started "Playboy"
magazine in 1953. The first iss ue
sold for fifty cents and featured
Marilyn Monroe.
The term "jazz" was coined in
Chicago in 1914.
The Chicago Board of Trade,
founded in 1848, is the world ' s
oldest and largest options exchange.
The Sears Tower is one of the
world's tallest buildings, with 110
floors. McCormick Place is the
largest convention center in North
America at 2.2 million square feet.

Twice a year we toss our books aside,
scrape off our scrubs and hit the town
in our best apparel. St. Luke's Day
dance is held at the Carlisle in Octof:Jer
and the ~~Fish Dance" is held at the
Shedd Aquarium in March.

Formals
8

Formals
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Sa~anJ

..

CahdJ"Ce .
keeping · .

!cady}n. ....
tIIeli-- ..

8urnIYtEre is the time when one sheds one's
tenswns with one's clothes, a.nd the right kind
of day is jeweled balm. fot' the battet"ed spirit -A
few of these days a.nd you ca.n become dt'Unk
with the belief that alL's right with the wodd.
-1\da Louise Huxtable

n. I. A per!;on
whom one
know!;. like!; and
tru~!;.. 2 . An
acquaintance.
3. A per!;on with
whom one i!;
allied in a ~ruggle . ._ _~
or cau!;e: comrade. 4. One
who rupport!;.
!;!:Jmpathiz~

with. or patroniz~agroup.

•

Service
The Christmas in April crew
taking a well deserved lunch break
from rehabbing houses.

our finest
ladies
building
homes in
Appalachia.

During the summer of
our first year, over
twenty of us raised
$11,000 and traveled
to Guatemala for

eye-opening experience,
while drinking at Chino's helped us
them at the end of the night.

5tralg~t from t~e
Horse's MOlAt~
I'd rather have a bottle
in front of me than a
frontal lobotomy.
-Dr. Wezeman
Anatomy
Look, this isn't summer
school.
-Dr. McNulty
Anatomy
When I cough, I can feel
my dura.
-Dr. Davis
Pharmacology
You're in the ballpark.
-Dr. Leischner, on
testicular pathology
Identify this, not this, not
this, not that.. .but this.
-Dr. Clancy
Histology
I'll speak slowly for the
Domers in the room.
-Dr. Shea
Neuroscience

A lesion in the amygdala
will cause a cat to have
sex with a rooster.
-Dr. Neafsy
Neuroscience
20

Faculty and Students

Fun with Faculty

Ralph P. Leischner, Jr., M.D.
--------=--~~
1942 - 2000
~~~~
The Mediocre Teacher Tells.
The Good Teacher Explains.
The Superior Teacher Demonstrates.
The Greatest Teacher Inspires.
-William Arth ur Ward
Dr. Ralph Leischner was a familiar face at Loyola t rom the
first day of orientation. At our very first lecture, he greeted us
with a smile, a warm welcome, and a strict warning -- the
post-it notes that were painstakingly placed around the new building were not to be removed. Dr. Leischner wanted everything
to be perfect in this building that had been his labor of love. His larger message was clear. This building would be our home for
the next fo ur years. He wanted us to respect and value this place and the people in it with whom we would learn, laugh, and
grow as we traveled on the path to becoming physicians.
Over the next three years, he crossed our paths in many tangible and vital ways. We drew on his experience as a clinician
and pathologist in lectures, small group discussions, and board review sessions. Some of us learned the skills of physical
diagnosis under his guidance. All of us benefitted from the time and energy that he put into designing the new curriculum that
would be our basis for learning. In 1998, his effective teaching style and dedication were rewarded as we named him our
"Teacher of the Year."
Dr. Leischner was also an integral part of the Stritch community outside of the classroom. He frequently attended our sporting events, fundraisers,
dances, retreats, and social functions. He seemed to truly enjoy spending
time with the students and ardently supported causes that were important
to us.
For all of the ways that Dr. Leischner influenced our medical school
experience, perhaps his greatest influence was in the classroom doing what
he did best, teaching. His love for learning and teaching was palpable. It
was obvious that he valued his role as a teacher and mentor, and relished the
task of educating the next generation of physicians. His energy and excitement about medicine inspired us to better ourselves as people and as lifelong
learners.
As we enter the medical profession, his legacy remains in each of the
members of the Class of 2001. Whatever our future endeavors may be,
we carry with us the valuable lessons learned from this special teacher.

r

..

Anthony Barbato, MD

Stephen Slogoff, MD

Teresa Wronski, B.S.

LUHS President & CEO

Dean, Stritch School of Medicine

As sociate Dean, Student Affairs

John M. Lee, MD, PhD

Myles Sheehan, SJ, MD

Associate Dean, Educational Affairs

Senior Assoicate Dean

Assistant D ean, Campus Life
It

Mary Langbein, M.S.

LaDonna Norstrom, M.Ed.

Assistant Dean, Educational Affairs

Assistant D ean, Admissions
Loyola Stritch School of Medicine Administration 23

Loyola Stritch School of Medicine Administration

Bursar's Office & Financial Aid

Sister Brenda,
Maureen, Father Paul, Eileen

Bill, Geri, Donna, Lynn

Ralph

Office of Campus Life
- - ----.;.;..-

Phyllis

Office of Registration & Records

Jeanine, Helene, Annette, Tatiana

Mary, Kathy, Kathy, Joyce

C.A.L.L. Manager

Mischief Officer

Cafeteria Staff

Doris, Veronica, Ida, Delilah, Alex, Elvas (not pictured)
Loyola Stritch School of Medicine Staff

Library Staff

Mary, Lora, Cathy, Emma,Jan
Loyola Stritch School of Medicine Staff 25
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John Clancy, Jr., PhD
Teacher of the Year

Michael Merchut, MD
Teacher of the Year

Edward N eafsey, PhD
Teacher of the Year

Department of Physiology

It

Department of Pharmacology

Department of Pathology
Loyola Stritch School of Medicine Faculty

Department of Microbiology and Immunology

epartment of Cell Biology, Neurobiology & Anatomy
Loyola Stritch School of Medicine Faculty 27
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The Department of Family Medicine at Loyola was officially established in January, 1994. The Department continues to grow and is moving forward with its commitment to a
top quality academic program, research, and family-centered
clinical practice. The first clinical practice site the Family Practice Center at Berwyn has relocated to newly renovated space
on Roosevelt Road just west of the campus . The Stritch School
of Medicine and Department have affiliation agreements with
Provident Hospital of Cook County for the purpose of offering a fully integrated family practice residency program that
is university-sponsored and community-based. The LoyolaProvident Family Practice Residency Program is primarily
located in an underserved community. At the undergraduate
level, the department has a required third-year clerkship, numerous fourth-year elective courses, and an active Family
Medicine Interest Group. As a recipient of several researchrelated and training grants, the department is expanding its
research program to clinical settings, involving faculty, residents, and medical students in various projects .

The Pediatric Department includes approximately 89
full -time faculty members and provides a comprehensive array of general, tertiary, and subspecialty care for children .
There are 122 pediatric beds, including 34 general inpatient
beds, 18 pediatric intensive care beds, 50 neonatal intensive
care beds and 25 newborn bassinets. There are more than
34,000 visits to the Outpatient Department annually for general and subspecialty care. Furthermore, we have approximately 6 100 admissions per year: 3100 to the Inpatient Ward,
1500 to the Well-Baby Nursery, 630 to the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, 790 to the PICU and 150 to the burn center.
Our pati ent population is large and varied enough to provide
a broad clinical experience. Many of our patients come from
nearby communities and are seen regularly in our Outpatient
Department; others are referred from the western suburbs of
Chicago to Loyola for tertiary medical care. Thus, our department cares for a socioeconomically heterogenous population with a wide variety of medical and surgical problems.

The Department of Medicine is a multi-discipline division of Foster G. McGaw Hospital and Stritch School ofMedicine, with over 350 full/part-time physicians and 150 full/parttime support staff. The medical center complex consists of the
500 plus bed Foster G. McGaw Hospital, 1,000 plus bed Edward J. Hines Jr. V A Hospital, Mulcahy Outpatient Center,
Cancer Center, and Stritch School of Medicine. Loyola Medical Center is one of the top academic medical centers in the
country, dedicated to advancing the art and science of medi-

The department of psychiatry and behavioral neurosciences provides consultation for a comprehensive range of
services for adults, adolescents and children . Treatment strategies are designed to be systematic, comprehensive, psychiatrist-led and multi-disciplinary to meet the needs of each patient. The department has a behavioral and toxicology program
that serves as a resource to physicians and their patients seeking up-to-date information and diagnostic evaluations. Special
Services include: Consultation-liaison service to assess medi-

ing clinical scholars and rapidly expanding research programs.
Of equal importance, at Loyola you will find a friendly, caring atmosphere and a love for learning that are part of the
culture of this Jesuit University and medical center. We sincerely believe in our stated mission: "the pursuit of knowledge in the service of humanity." Loyola's Department of
Medicine has divisions in: Allergy , Cardiology, Dermatology,
Endocrinology, Gastroenterology, General Medicine, Hematology/Oncology, Infectious Disease, Rheumatology .

ation or treatment, Child and adolescent service, Outpatient
psychiatric service, 24-hour psychiatric emergency service,
Partial hospital services for chronic mentally ill individuals
aimed at preventing recurring hospitalizations, Partial hospital
services for the (geriatric) older adult individual aimed at preventing recurring hospitalizations, Mood and anxiety disorder
evaluation and treatment services for adu lts. The department is
also involved in major research in clinical trials and several
areas of basic science.

u-

The Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology combines
both academic and primary care training at suburban-based programs just outside of Chicago and consists of several divisions.
Division ofMaternal-Fetal Medicine: Loyola is a regional Level
III perinatal center that provides consultative, primary care and
transport services for the high-risk pregnancy . Division ofGYnecologic Oncology: Performs diagnostic procedures, undertakes radical surgeries, provides chemotherapy and radiotherapy
and supplies humane terminal care. Division of Reproductive
EndoCiinology: Provides specialized care for the infertile couple
or the patient with endocrinopathy and hormonal concerns of
the postmenopausal woman. This group of physicians also perform operative laparoscopic and hysteroscopic procedures,
endovaginal sonography, male infertility evaluations and diagnostic/therapeutic interventions in gynecologic endocrinopathies. Division ofPrimary Care Obstetrics and Gynecology: Provides primary care/general obstetrical and gynecologic care for
the general female population at Loyola. Complete obstetrical
care for low-risk patients is also provided.

The Department of Surgery has grown considerably in
its 30 years of existence and now consists of seven divisions.
They are: General, Oral and Maxillofacial and Dental Medicine, Peripheral Vascular, Plastic and Reconstructive, Trauma
Critical Care and Burns, Surgical Research, Emergency Medical Services. The Division of General Surgery includes the
Secti ons of Colon and Rectal , Endocrine, Pediatric ,
Intraabdominal Transplantation, Surgical Endoscopy and Minimall y Invasive Surgery and Surgical Oncology. Thoracic and
Cardiovascular Surgery, Orthopaedics, Urology, Otolaryngology, Ophthalmology and Neurological Surgery are free-standIng departments within the medical school. Loyola serves as a
state-designated Level One adult and pediatric trauma center,
servi ng 2.5 million people in western Cook and all of DuPage
COunties. It is the first trauma center in Illinois to have been
distingui shed as meeting all Level One trauma center standards
of the American College of Surgeons. Loyola Lifestar, the
center's air medical program, facilitates the transport ofthe critically inj ured and the transfer of other patients to the hospital.

Paul Hering, MD
Teacher of the Year

Robert Lichtenberg, MD
Teacher of the Year

Department of Neurology

Department of Anesthesiology
Loyola Stritch School of Medicine Faculty

Department of Neurological Surgery

Department of Orthopaedic Surgery

Dep artme nt of UfO1~?a~Stri"h School 01 M,di,ine Faculty 31

A Short History of Medicine:
"Doctor, I have an ear ache."
2000 B.C "Here, eat this root."
1000 B.C "That root is heathen, say this prayer."
1850 AD. "That prayer is superstition, drink this potion."
1940 AD. "That potion is snake oil, swallow this pill."
1985 AD. "That pill is ineffective, take this antibiotic."
2001 AD. "That antibiotic is artificial. Here, eat this root!"
Another setback for biomedical
research

,h

New England
M,edical Journal

'"Dr. ~orfna

Loyola would be a better place If•••
-The crest in the atriwn was replaced with a hot tub.
-Hines VA was replaced with an IS-hole golf course.
-four years of medical school didn't cost more than a yacht.
-Parking was free.
-surgery students could. sleep in until 3:00am.
-The fumiture in the Btudent ActMties Center was comfortable.
-TGIf was every day.
-Grades of Pass were not handed out as if they were Prozac.
-Student health insurance actually covered something.
-The security guards could carry guns.
-The hospital elevators weren't slower than the lab results.

Best band "Scotty Dog"
'"Dr. ~obrn~on

1=aTt)or Jack ~ 1=aTt)or t-t~lo~
32

SSOM Swimsuit Edition

Duck Hunt
Three doctors are in a duck blind and a bird flies overhead. The general practitioner looks at it and says,
"Looks like a duck, flies like a duck...it's probably a
duck," shoots at it but misses and the bird flies away.
The next bird flies overhead, and the pathologist looks
it, then looks through the pages of a bird manual, and
says, "Hmmm... green wings, yellow bill, quacking
sound ... might be a duck."He raises his gun to shoot it,
but the bird is long gone. A third bird flies over. The
surgeon raises his gun and shoots almost without
looking, brings the bird down, and turns to the pathologist and says, "Go see if that was a duck."

'«/!P'ft> IIJ THE 1.A~6' INfEST • ..,t!
PREPAR6fH*, Rt"",E ~R"tI_j

Scenes deleted from
Fantastic Voyage
Class of 2001 33

On Presentation...

Firtst Year···What Were We Thinking?

"Welrorne to the Jungle"

..

~----------~~--~

Class of 2001
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Second Year---What Were We Thinking?

Third Year---What Were We Thinking?

"If I Only liad a Brain"

"Jagged Little PiIL"iwallow it Down" ·

our sorrows
eling rotation..

IIrflW nlnU

a

[ "Please bear down.."
P. JJom.,.

,

JUJ.. :Ph.JJ.

,~~

~"~

Fourth year -What Were We Thinking?

"Walking On 8unshine"

i\1-I1-I1-I..The Sweet Smell of Success!
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Class of 2001

Matthew ~E~Adess_,~MD~
-.-

Class of 2001

41

GregoryJ:~"Balniforth~"MD
~

42

Class of 2001

Class of 2001
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~

~jmb~ily: Ellen Beck, -MD

_-

- -=

Mariah Betters~·MD

PRAY
PARnCIPA1E
COMMON SENSE

1HINK

--> Acr

"ASK
ENJOY

it

©
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Class of 2001
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Stefanie Bolt~, MD-

It

Here's A

nobody ' - ailltul time

Free Hug ..
Sol Indulged In lIIat~bIy moet IlUIlCcusabla
of all to u.. a highfalootin phr_
1uxuriea 1IIat .. or to
wit fanning and be

1t.-ctI-'Y
added
m

myOncle 801'. farm
,allad becauaaltul chicken.
ate . . vagatablas 110
my UncIa 801 had e
chIcIIen farm till . .
tkUIlU ate . . Chlcke. when
UncIa 801

8kunk farm but
unka ceught cold and
andao
my UncIa 8oI11n1titt.d ItuI
tkunka In aliUbtla manner
or by drowning hiIMeIf In lIIe watartank
bet~ who'd given my UncIa Sol a Victor
VIoInIa and reoonfe while he lived praaent8d to
hIIIll/POll" ~ occaeIoII of hi. dec-.. a
8CI'III\IptIoua not to mention aplendlfaroua funeral with
In black gkwH and 1Iow... and ~Ing and

tall.,.

1-.nber..

~-:!:_d1
~

aIl.
...... my Uncle Sor.

8O!Mbody prH8ed a ~
(and down went
my Uncle

801
endatartad a worm farm)
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Class of 2001
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Class of 2001

Class of 2001
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paz
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Class of 2001

Class of 2001
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Life
Life
Life
Life
Life
Life

is a Song - Sing it.
is a Game - Play it.
is a Challenge - Meet it.
is a Dream - Realize it.
is a Sacrifice - Offer it.
is Love - Enjoy it.
-Sai Baba
w

Class of 2001
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Class of 2001

Class of 2001
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~a . ~M1)
J

58

Class of 2001
Class of 2001
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"'Whe", YoL-\' ..e soa ..i",s
th ..oL-\Sh the ai ..,
cOW\W\O",

in

be

S ..oL-\",d. -Cake

eve..y cha",ce yOL-\ da..e.

in

still be the..e, whe",

yOL-\ coW\e back dow",:
- Nickel C ..eek

$1 $1 $1 $1
~\s ~-h-t \ (..<; J 0
Ii

+0

oY\e. fye...e...

$1 $1 $1 $1

Class of 2001
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p

Wendy-eM. QWyerAlbano, MD"
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Class of 2001

Steven ~ ~dgley,MD

Class of 2001
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..

Be TltankEul Eot' the Past
HQJJe Cout'CUje Eot' the Pvesent
And Faith Eot' the Futut'e

64

Class of 2001

.
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Class of 2001

Class of 2001
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"-

~~vin Forsythe, MD

70

Class of 2001

Jeffrey~ H. Freihage~~D

--

Brett ~ Galley,-MD
---:

.~.

TAKE GOOD CARE N EXT YEAR, EVERYBODY !
Wishing you a ki ck bootie in ternship year, don't get yo ur boo tie kicked.
I'd like to share my some' un som e'un.
We shou ld remember:
W hat it feels like to be a student. Teach, try not to jud ge.
Adm it when we do n' t know so methin g and as k questions,
make mi stakes now.
Be glad we aren't the only ones in charge yet.
D on't nod too vigoro usly when attendings talk.
Sleep when we get a chance, not behind the wheel.
b ugh whenever poss ibl e, es pecially at ourselves.
D on't take li fe too seri ously.
Hu g our pati ents, we' ll need it more than th ey. Eat fi be r.
Don't ca rry too much in our coat pockets.
Keep in to uch with each other.
Remember you' re smart enou gh, good enough,
and we still li ke you if nobody else does.
Spec ial lovin' go in out to:
Jammin' Jami e, you be my sun shine and soul sista -Love Panch.
Mel, you gonna be my neighbor, see you in D iego soo n.
Kevino, you da cutes t, tooti n'est frog fo r all seaso ns, I love yo u,
Newt, and all your highly uns table ac ts of A more -# 1 = Poop So ng.
Wendy & Ri ch, yo u are an insp iration to love and livin ' it up.
Siobhan & H eath, can you come li ve with me in th e same old people's home?
You can' t retire in New York. Miss you alotta.
O lson, my red-h eaded sibli ng, I am goin g to miss your open heart
of gold stuff and will laugh at all my memori es of your punk-ass ness.
Erika, you are a breath of fresh air and will mi ss you
until I get to see yo u publi cally commi t yo urself to Fireball O lso n.
Bolte, you a good woma n, beautifu l an d alotta laughs,
you bes t put the cock-adoodledoos down once in awhile and write me.
Emily Jungin ', I will miss your smiles & sense of hu mor, let me know
if you want to join a practice in Cali with me and my room ies.
Love yo u all, Fry.
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_______-.:6------;
,

.. May the road rise to meet \

~

1

you .
May the wind be always
~.
at your back.
( May the sun shine warm

'r...

upon your face,
) The rain fall soft upon

,

i......

I ..

r

your fields
~
And , until we meet again,

J

M" God hok! """ ;n ""

.

palm of His hand.

(

-----,.----

)
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A Gaelic Blessing
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77

Mar
.. k G. Gilchrist, ~.MD
.

....

~~

"

.' .

It
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'Richaro M. Glatz, MD

LEITER TO A YOUNG ACTIVIST
Do not depend on the hope of results. When you are doing the sort
of work you have taken on, you may have to face the fact that your
work will be apparently worthless and even achieve no worth at all, if
not perhaps, results opposite to what you expect. As you get used to
this idea, you start more and more to concentrate not on the results,
but in the value, the rightness, the truth of the work itself. And
there, too, a great deal has to be gone through, as gradually you
struggle less and less for an ideal, and more and more for specific
people. The range tends to narrow down, and it gets more real. In
the end it is the reality of personal relationships that saves p\lpr\lrnllnu
--Thomas Merton
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~l!gene MarK.GoIts,

82
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MD

Class of 2001
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~ ~/l'\·()·
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Erika Gurmai, MD-:

Joanne Haralampopoulos; MD

Class of 2001
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) M.D.

'11M v.Je.Ve- ffL<{ 5/;n?Y!tff.. wf..eY! 1 iNo<6 1JJe.o<k.
'11M v.Je.Ve- ffL<{ I/O,=- wf..eY! J DO!A,;{Vl'.{ :;,pW'k.
'11M wore- ffL<{
wf..eY! J a!XA,;{Vl'.{ Se£,
'11M 5O<W -tf..e- bez,f -tf..ore- vJO'-5 ,Vl ~
'11M "fI;~ ~ Vlf' wf..eY! J DO!A,;{Vl'.{ v-~.
'11M ~e-~ftHtf.. oW- '(1M bel<eJ/~.
J ~ eJ/orytf..'Vlt J ~ b~ '(1M

ore£>

'01/~
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y)Ae..,
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I DON'T BELIEVE IN
PAINTED ROSES.
OR BLEEDING HEARTS. AS
THE BUllETS RAPE THE
NIGHT OF THE MERCIFUL...
III SEE YOU AGAIN. WH~N
THE STARS FAll FROM
THE SKY. AND THE MOON
HAS TURNED RED. OVER
ONE TREE HIll .- BONO

Class of 2001

91

'Sip15han'Kenoe,'MD

92

Class of 2001

Jaha Kinnison,.MD

Sarah Ketchtim, MD
"Be who you are
and say what you
feel, because those
who mind don't
matter, and those
who matter don't
mind." -- Dr. Seuss
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Vince Kumar~ ·MD

Andrius Kudirka, MD

.

I/: .

.J:

h_

(fWher~oever you

go,

/I~ ~,.A1Prl-ffll go with edt your heart."
- Oon.fuci~
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-

Michael LaP~glia, ¥ -D

100

Class of 2001

ichael W.-- Lawlor, MD/PhD Stude-nt,~ Class of2(J04
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-

Mark Leischner, MD

Mop.ika Lej~ ~D

...... Thanks for being my favorite (and much needed) distractions!
104
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-

Shannon M~cDonal~ MD

106

Class of 2001

<oom\Z p\Zopl\Z com\Z
into our Iiv\Zs,

~~/m-7).

l\Zav\Z footprints
on our h\Zarts,
and \v\z arIZ n\Zv\Zr,
\Zv\Zr th\Z sam\Z.
-'(!uthor Unknown
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Kath~ ~V. Michal,~MD

Michael J. Monsour~MD

!

look around every once in awhile, you just might miss it -

Christen A. ~Morrow, M~D

Vasilios Moutzburos:) ~MD

1hiA page iA dedicated
to my kmbrutd, TJo.n1,
with lolle and
gratitllle Folf 0.11
rJ hiA AJlPPOlft
Ollelf the paAt
FoJllf yetlIfA

~~tu;r'1 )4b

"

C lass of 2001

119

Stephe~ WaYf?e Olson~~MD

, They my that Im lazy,

rut it ~ all ny tine..
TheysaythatImcrn7},

rut I have a garl tine..
hrlcy Im ggrn after all
that 1ve lm1 through..
LfeS lm1 garl to rro ro far.

-JW.

The bect part of med c;chool became tre c0lter of In!:! life. I never met
If

I did 1 t my way.

If -

F •S •

anot rer truer to rerc;e1f and ocrerc;. I can't wait to c;!:urnble through thic;
It

goofy world c;ide by c;ide.

gjrnply put, you relped take tre medical c;chool

out of medical c;choo/, Over tre pac;!: 9 yearc; we
I hope that I live up to 1/2 of tre potential that you irrlituted in me. Prioritiec;,

did it up right wh~e we "c;at on tre couch and

perc;pedive, and balance conquered treir biggec;!: foe yet!

wal:cred tre world go by."

C lass of 2001

121

Stephanie E. ~Painter, MD

. ) ~D

jonathan Parker, MD

L-ce: ~ :J~'

...,c::::>-\--

.:1

d~c:::>\r) . . .
--\....-"~
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C lass of 2001

h

-

John Prpich, MD

~

Edward P. QujgJey, MD.: PhD

THII ONEil FOR

PAP!!

128

C lass of 2001

You,

·

Peter Rauert, MD ~ -

-

Jamie ~ebman~4M~

132
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Schwenk·Johnson
Dr. and Mrs. Karl Schwenk announce the engagement of their
daughter, Karen Lynn Schwenk,
of Oak Park, Ill. , to Dr. Charles
Johnson a lso of Oak Park. He is
the son of Glen Johnson of Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y. , and Patricia Ennes of Charlotte, N.C. The
wedding is planned for Sept. 30,
2000, at St. Paul' s Catholi c
Church in North Canton.
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~

Jo~eph M. S~ja:~a, MD

136
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And~ew D. Sedjvy~4~D

-

Sofia J~ Selbka; MD-.
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-

Robin~.

Shaw, MD

Class of 2001
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Michelle Ma~e Smoluch, MD

~

-Candice £\tin Sobanski,-M D

Class of 2001
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Why Wait?
Ah, we're young for awhile, so it seems;
We're young for awhile, life's ending dream.
Why wait for the moments?
It's never too late to pursue the tlower;
I hear the bell; it's within the hour.
Why wait for that ever-important date?
My mind has a body with a soul to chase;
Adore your moments with a meaningful embrace.
Why wait for the stilled air in which time tlies?
Never tinker with the timely tic-toe;
A face off: Feeling the stare of the continual clock,
Define the moment, pursue and enjoy the lot.
Why wait and wonder?
Timidity pilfers time and tosses it clear;
Regrets and sorrow bring the desolate tear.
Realizc the gift and carry it near...
Next to your heart loving so dear.
Why wait to open your eyes?
Look around and see His toiling hand.
Embellish those that leave this land,
Retlecting in the water oftime stilled skies.
Why wait ... for you too will be embellished.
Cry not when my number is called;
No regrets, no sorrow ... I've lived in awe.
Why wait when it ends without debate;
Your time has gone, but it is never too late.
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ru1 special thank! to those who httPe helped me so much along
the way.. -cJome parting thoughts: worf( hard and play hard, be
excellent and be happy, just plain do it.
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- Michael r akacs~ MD
~

Anita N. Szeto, MD
"but t~e who hope in. the }...or~ wit( renew their ~trel'l{3th. They w i[(
~OClr on. wil'l{3~ like ectg[M, they wit( run. ClnC n.ot grow WeClTY, they will
wCl[k ClnC n.ot be fClin.t"
I~CliClh 40:31

.

.-

-

Andelle L. Teng, MD-

~

-

-

-Nicole c. P.:r4ompson~ M_D

I cal1 do all thil1gs thmugh
hil11 who stl"el1 gthel1s me.
Philippial1 s 4: 13 '

It
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-

Frank~ A~

152
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TObin, MD

- V ~nessa Urban, MD
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It was love at first sight. The first time Yossarian saw the chaplain he fell madly in
love with him. Yossarian was in the hospital with a pain in his liver that fell just
short of being jaundice. If it became jaundice they could treat it. If it didn't become
jaundice and went away, they could discharge him. But this just being short of
jaundice all the time confused them. Each morning they came around, three brisk and
serious men with efficient mouths and inefficient eyes, accompanied by brisk and
serious Nurse Duckett, one of the ward nurses who didn't like Yossarian. They read
the chart at the foot of the bed and asked impatiently about the pain. They seemed
irritated when he told them it was exactly the same.
"Still no movement?" the full colonel demanded. The doctors exchanged a look when
he shook his head. "Give him another pill."
Nurse Duckett made a note to give Yossarian another pill, and the four of them moved
along to the next bed. None of the nurses liked Yossarian. Actually, the pain in his
liver had gone away, but Yossarian didn't say anything and the doctors never suspected. They just suspected that he had been moving his bowels and not telling
anyone.
Joseph Heller
Catch-22

Class of 2001
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-- . J. ~aige-Wingness, -MD

Micha~l Woods~ MD
L ~~~~-~-=·~==-•. ~
~
s.-~~=~. =~_-==~-~~~~~~~~~~~==_~~~~~==~~==~==~~====~~~~======~~=~
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· Emily S. "Wright, MlU
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WITH GRATITUDE TO THE ADMINISTRATION:
Dr. Petruzzelli - for letting me sew where no med student has sewn before.
Dr. Ralph Leischner - for the memories.
Dee Dee and Judy Judy Judy - for being my cheering section.

TO MY RESIDENTS:
Allyn, Amir, Tony, Dan, Dr. Mary Ahn, Finelli, Stevie Wonder, Tooltime,
Johnny Oncology, 321, popyseed, Nicola, Corey, Nina, Amy Keating,
Scoops, Jimibear, Brad, and the WNEC.

TO MY MED SCHOOL FRIENDS:
Monique, Eugenie & Kinnison - for being my paddles when I was up the creek.

TO MY PARENTS:
Mary Lou Palmer- for always being there when the sun wasn't- I Love You Mom.
Paul & Faylene Zdinak - for your steadfast love & support.
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Melissa Ehlert
Bill Farabaugh
Julie (Lonze) Faber
EIliott Farber
Gina Fearmonti
Janna Flint
Heather Fogarty
Kevin Forsythe
Jeff Freihage
sarah Fry
Brett Galley
Mark Garwood
Rebecca Gentemann
Mark Gesell
Kate Gibbs
Mark Gilchrist
Rich Glatz
Brian Goelitz
Eugene Golts
Matt Gorman
Neil Graham
Justin Griffith
Erika Gurmai
Joanne Haralampopoulos
Mike Hartmann

Matt Adess
wendy Dwyer Albano
Kelly Arbor-Johnson
Khalid Badwan
Chris Balgobin
Greg Balmforth
Kim Beck
Mariah Betters
Stefanie Bolte
Anna Bunploog
Mark M. Butterly
Jim Cameron
Sara Charnecki
Mitch Cohen
Maggie (Browarski) Corso
Sandra Crane
John Crowe
cheryl Czerlanis
Ginger Darling
EIliott Dasenbrook
Heather Decker
Brain Dickover
Rebecca Duke
Clarence Dunagan
Steve Edgley

Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
U Roch/Strong Mem-NY
U Roch/Strong Mem-NY
Boston Univ Med Ctr-MA
U Minn Med School/N Memorial-MN
Univ Arizona Affil Hosps-AZ
UMDNJ-R W Johnson/Piscat-NJ
William Beaumont HoSp-MI
U Wisconsin Hosp/Clinics-WI
U IIlinois Com/Chicago-IL
Adv Christ H & M Ctr-IL
William Beaumont Hosp-MI
Alaska Family Prac Res-AK
Prov St Peter Hosp- WA
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Albany Med Ctr Hosp-NY
Scott AFB Hosp-IL
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
St Louis Univ SOM-MO
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Adv Christ H & M Ctr-IL
St Vincents Hosp-NY
Med ColI of Wisc- WI
U Hlth Sys E Carolina-NC
St Louis Univ-MO

Internal Medicine
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Emergency Medicine
urology
Family Practice
Diagnostic Radiology
General Surgery
Family Practice
Urology
Pediatrics
Pediatrics
Diagnostic Radiology
Family Practice
Family Practice
Pediatrics
Pediatrics
Family Practice
Internal Medicine
Pediatrics
Internal Medicine
Pediatrics
Internal Medicine
Otolaryngology
Emergency Medicine
Ophthalmology

Naval Med Hosp/San Diego-CA
Catholic Health Part-IL
Saginaw Coop Hosp-MI
Brigham & Womens Hosp-MA
Baylor ColI Med/Houston-TX
Rush-Presby-St Lukes-IL
Einstein/Montefiore-NY
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Catholic Health Part-IL
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
U Iowa Hosp/Clin/Iowa City-IA
Kaiser Perm/Oakland-CA
UMDNJ-R W Johnson/Piscat-NJ
Mt Sinai Hospital-NY
Orlando Reg Healthcare-FL
St Lukes Med Ctr-WI
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
UC San Diego Med Ctr-CA
Wright State Univ SOM-OH
Univ of Chicago Hosp-IL
McGaw Med Ctr/NW Univ-IL
Virginia Mason Hosp-WA
Loyola Univ MEd Ctr-IL
U IIlinois Com/Chicago-IL

Internal Medicine
Family Practice
Emergency Medicine.·
Anesthesiology
General Surgery
Pediatrics
Internal Medicine
Orthopaedic Surgery
Internal Medicine
Family Practice
Pediatrics
Neurology
Pediatrics
Orthopaedic Surgery
Pediatrics
Pediatrics
Family Practice
Internal Medicine
General Surgery
Orthopaedic SlJrgery
Pediatrics
Emergency Medicine
Internal Medicine
Internal Medicine
Emergency Medicine

Bill Moutzouros
Christine Mullner
Dave Niebruegge
Dan O'Connor
Dan Oh
Steve Olson
Mike Ouwenga
Kevin Owen
Stephanie Painter
Jon Parker
Dan Patrick
Michelle Pipitone
JohnPrpich
Ed Quigley
Pete Rauert
Jamie Rebman
Brian Richardson
Sarah (Reich) Rudnick
Tara (Lisien) Rubinas
Karen Schwenk
J()e Sdaili1it " .
Andrew Sedivy
Sofia selbka
Robin Shaw

Mary Ibrahim
DrewJahoda
RahulJulka
Emily Jungheim
Siobhan Kehoe
Sarah Ketchum
John Kinnison
Dalia Kizlauskas
Eryn Klenetsky
Al1drius Kudirka
Vince Kumar
Mike LaPaglia
Mark Leischner
Monica Leja
Bill Levis
Eve Lubbers
Shannon MacDonald
Molly (Detgen) Magnano
Jenifer Majors
Mandy Matis
Katie Michal
Michael Monsour
Brian Morris
Walter Morrissey
Christen Morrow

Univ Missouri/Kansas City-MO
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Duke Univ Med Ctr-NC
NYP Hosp-Columbia Presbyterian-NY
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
UC San Frandsco/Fresno-CA
Loyola Univ Med Ctr'..IL
McGaw Med Ctr-IL
U Illin~!s COM!Chicago-IL
U Texas Medical School/Houston-TX
U North Carolina Hospital-NC
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Baylor College Med/Houston-TX
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Brigham & Women's Hosp-MA
NYU School of Medicine-NY
Stanford Univ Progs-CA
Med College of Wisc Affiliated Hospital-WI
Ball Memorial1Josp-IN
UMDNJ-RW Johnson!Piscataway-NJ
Natl Naval Hosp/Bethesda-MD
Ball Memorial Hosp-IN
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
. West Suburban Hosp-IL

Ophthalmology
urology
Internal Medicine
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Internal Medidne
Pediatrics
Pediatrics
Anesthesiology
Family Practice
Diagnostic Radiology
Psychiatry
Internal Medidne
Internal Medicine
Internal Medicine
Anesthesiology
Radiology Oncology
Internal Medicine
Pediatrics
Family Medicine
Pediatrics
Internal Medicine
Family Medicine
Internal Medicine
Family Practice

New England Medical Center-Tufts-MA
Adventist Christ H&M Ctr-IL
St Louis Univ School of Medicine-MO
McGaw Medical Ctr-IL
U Southern California-CA
Madigan Army Medical Ctr-WA
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Loyola .Univ Med Ctr-IL
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-IL
Oregon Health Science Univ-OR
Univ Hosp Cincinnati-OH
U Florida Hsc/Jacksonville-FL
U Utah Affil Hosp-UT
Dartmouth-Hitchcock-NH
..
U Colorado. colI of Med/Denver-co
TripIer Army Med Ctr-HI
Rush-Presby-St Lukes--lL
Loyola University chicago-IL
George Washington U-DC
Loyola University chicago-IL
Wilford Hall AFB-TX
Lutheran General Hosp-IL
Lutheran General Hosp-IL

Orthopaedic Surgery
Pediatrics
Diagnostic Ra(fiology
Anesthesiology
General Surgery
Internal Medicine
urology
Anesthesiology
Internal Medicine
Inte.{nal Medicine
General Surgery
Dermatology
Pediatrics
Diagnostic Radiology
Anesthesiology
Internal MediCine
Transitional
Pediatrics
Pathology
Diagnostic Radiology
Otolaryngology
Transitional
Pediatrics
Family Practice

ONGRATULATIONS

Or, Rebecca Gentemann, M,D,
Our dearest Dr. Becky ...

DR. EMILY

Brlg~t £~ed,
IVlqlAlsltlve, & TrlAl~

Sweet".
Wlt~ a Smile t~at
Llg~ts IA Pt~e

World!
What a Perfect
Way to Share Your
Smile!

LOV~

We are so very proud ofyou & your
outstanding accomplishment!

tv10tv1 AND DAD

Michelle Smoluch
Candice Sobanski
Dan Stanton
Mike Stauder
Scott Stevenson
Sean Stroup
JoySundsmo
Anne Sup
Anita Szeto
Mike Takacs
Del Teng
Nicole Thompson
Frank Tobin
Vanessa Urban
Boyd Vaziri
Debbie Wagner
Aaron Wielenberg
Tracie Wilcox
Paige Windness
Mike Woods
Emily Wright
Keith Yablonicky
Amy (Duffy) Zacharias
Steve Zangan
Lisa Zdinak

Univ Arizona Affil Hosp-AZ
U Michigan Hosp/Ann Arbor-MI
SIU SOM & Affl Hosp-IL
Dartmouth-Hitchcock-NH
Wake Forest U Baptist MC-NC
Naval Med Ctr/San Diego-CA
Stanislaus Health Service-CA
Wake Forest U Baptist MC-NC
West Suburban Hosp-IL
Univ Buffalo Grad Med-NY
Case Western Reserve Univ-OH
Rush-Presby-St Lukes-IL
U Illinois COM/Chicago-IL
Westlake HospitaHL
Indiana Univ SOM-IN
McGaw Med Ctr/NW Univ-IL
Loyola Univ Med Ctr-JL
Univ of Chicago Hosp-IL
U of Michigan Hosp/Ann Abr-MI
Tulane Univ Affil Hosps-LA
Rush -Presby-St Lukes-IL
Naval Med Ctr/San Diego-CA
U IL/Methodist Med Ctr-IL
Univ of Chicago Hosp-IL
Washington Hosp Ctr-DC

Internal Medicine
Emergency Medicine
Di agnostic Radiology
Internal Medicine
Anesthesiology
General Surgery
Family Practice
Pediatrics
Family Practice
Emergency Medicine
Orthopaedic Surgery
General Surgery
Dermatology
Internal Medicine
Opthalmology
Internal Medicine
Diagnostic Radiology
Internal Medicine
Emergency Medicine
urology
Pediatrics
Transitional
Family Practice
Diagnostic Radiology
Opthalmology

Dr. 8tephen Wayne Olson
i\. lifelong goal achieved! !!

All of our love always,
Mom, Dad, and Doug

From:
DiapelAs to Dimples
Dolls to Dancing
Diplomas to Dedication
Degrees to DIA, at last
You have succeeded
il1 youl' life-lol1g
dl'eal11 al1d goa[l

DIA,Gina
FealAmonti"Wh e re is the patient?"
(Dr. Stephen, age 3)

Congratulations ! ! !
The Olsons, Jensens and &mdersons

We al'e so glad to
have you as OU I'
l2aughtel' al1d sist el',
We love you,
Dad, Mom, al1d Leah

Parent Ads
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FRDM CANDY STRIPER
VDLIA NTEERIII
",To Of',

Darling!

Way to
Go!

DR. AMANDA LEIGH MATIS (MORRIS)

rou are a
blessing in our
lives. 'We 10'Pe
you dearly and
are 'Very proud of
you. rou ha'Pe
wanted this since
the 6th grade and
We wish you
happiness and
fulfillment in
your chosen
profession.

CVr. Janna fljnt, M:CV.

YOU ALWAYS KNEW WHAT YOU WANTED
TO DO. YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND
AWARDS ARE INNUMERABLE.
PLEASE KNOW THAT OUR HEARTS ARE
OVERFLOWING WITH PRIDE AND LOVE FOR
YOU AND YOUR REMARKABLE SPIRIT.
CONGRATULATIONS,

oCo1Je, %om, 'Dad, %att, cJusie, and oCibby

CONGRATlJLATIONS
DR. SANDRA CRANE

Congratulation~

t)OU'V{l always
pictur{ld what
you want{ld to
achi{lV{l and
drawn on your
str{lngths to
accomplish it
With much lov{l and prid{l,
Mom, ®ad, M{llisSB, Rob, K.ristina,
and ®iana

MOM, DAD, AND THE ENTIRE FAMILY

MATIHEW THOMAS GORMAN, M.D.

CONGRATULATIONS,S1EF1

...

This is the
day the
Lord has
made.
Let us
rejoice and
be glad!

-OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

We love you!
Morn, Dad, Bil l & Nicole

We are and always have been extremely proud
of what lies within you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Megan, and Melissa
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at a young ag6, you dleplay&:i nu:my tal6nte.
W6 W6r6 alwaye confident that you would
euOG66d In an~ that you trl&:i to ao.
Onoo again, yoU'v6 OOn6 !tI
EV6n

WHAT LIES BEHIND US AND WHAT LIES BEFORE US
ARE TINY MATTERS COMPARED TO WHAT LIES WITHIN US

We are ALL proud of
Mark Gordon Gilchrist,
M.D.

mad6 U6 V6ry I'roudl
W61ov6 you,
Dad, 1lwr66a, 6t6V6, RBV6GGa, & Rlohard
YOU'V6

Mom,

Parent Ads
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DALIA MARIA KIZLAUSKAS, M.D.

Dr. Christopher Lennox Ba1sobin, M.D.

CONGRATULATIONS
TRACIE A. WILCOX, M.D.

Consratuiations to our son, brother, and friend ...

As one of His
Most tea.utiful
BlesSin~

To our Tamily
Comes into
Full bloom...

You have achieved the dreams you once created
at the ase of 10.
Now So out into the world and heal the sick,
comfort the dyins, and use your hands to do sood.
You are a son and brother we are truly proud of...

We thank GOO.

Congratulations, Dalia!
Were so very proud of you!
With all our love Mom, Dad, and Andy
You always had a pleasant
bedside manner
May it now include kind1ess and compassion
for all your patients.

Mark Paul LeisdllerI MD.
We're all so proud of you
Love, Mom and Dad (in spirit)
Alec, Jenny, Jack, W<e, Matt and Julie

May God Bless you my son, Dr. Christopher L. Balsobin,
in all that you do. With all our love,
Mom, Dad, Natasha, Nicholas, and Anselica

Con&au]]a.tions,
,
r. Mike .

Sean,
You have always
been our "Super Hero"
Morn &Dad

Mark W. Gesell, M.D.
Congratulatio.ns, Mark!

Words cannot express now proud we are of /jou,
Your nard worR nas made /jour dream come true,
Ma/j God bless /jou and watcn over /jou,
Love, Dad, Mom, 5tepnen and MarR

Congratulations!
'Dr. cJo/ia Janina cJelbf(a

From stroller to.
stethoscope we haYe
watched yo.u grow into.
the incredible person
that yo.u are today. We
are so proud o.f who. yo.u
haye become
and whatyo.u
haye achieyed.

Youve Come a lnng Way,
fubyl

Mom and Dad

May God bless
and guide yo.u
as yo.u embark
Un yo.ur medical career.

'Wben you 'Were young,
Tou 'Were a real scream,
~'W it's our turn to sbout,
0bout accomplisbing your dream.

We love you
Yerymuch,

'We are 'Very proud of you!

Mo.m,Da~

Pete, Mike &
.Jackie

L:o'Ve,

~om,

Vad, Joe, and 9randma
Parent Ads
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CHERYL M. CZERLANIS, M.D.

Congratulations
Michelle M . Smoluch, M.D.

I-Iey, Dr. Steph...

For a happy life ...

You're A VVE:SOlVIE!

You are the joy of our lives.
May God be always with you
on your awesome journey.
Love,
Mom and Dad

You put the
wonder
in wonderful!
Congratu1ahons
to a person With
a :ooautiful
heart & soul.
(Now, how do
you spell kvell?)

made lAS ver~ prolAd wlt~ ~olAr
eVlglVleerlVlg degree, blAt t~ls time ~OIA reall~
olAtdld ~olArself! Best of IlAc~ wlt~ ~olAr VIew
career as a •doctor·,
YOIA

V\7e are sc> proud of you!
lVlorn and Dad

Congratulations on all of your
accomplishments and being
blessed by God with intelligence,
dedication, compassion and love!

Believe in yourself
but don't be overconfident;
Be satisfied
but know that you can always
improve;
Accept love graciously
and always be ready to give
more;
Be modest in victory and
success and courageous in
defeat;
Give comfort and security to
others and you will always
receive it in return;
Be glad ... just for being the
wonderful person that you are.
-Lee Wilkinson

God Bless YOIA,
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jim, aVId JeVl

We are so proud of your many accomplishments.

c04tGtMrr1lJM/j{(jJ04t~,

DR. ~MILY gUgAN JUNGJ-t~IM

9) fjl~

:v t:JB

Love you much,
Mom, Dad, and Brian

Child so bright and beautiful,
young woman with great heart.
Proud Mom and Dad!

We- ~ alii IVePf/ p~ "if~!
We love you,
Mom, Dad,
Russell, &Jaly
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Richard M. Glatz, M.D .

Jenifer Majors-Glatz, M.D.

Mom and Dad

W4Cf(/fJ iL ()4JC.

Parent Ads
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~

Congratulations, Dr.
Mitchell L. Cohen

To mY litt le ange l".

Who has a lways shown a
genu 'ne concern for others ...

Our love and pride go with you
wherever you go
May the khow ledge that
y ou have gaihed at the
Stritch Schoo l of Medlc lhe
comb ined with your
contagious smi le, your
posit ive out look, and your
love for al l of God ' s
creatures be a source of s t rength for you and for a ll of
y our pat iehts. You have most assured ly found your
niche.

bCWOLAbTIC C;-RAND bLAM!

Your hard work and persistence
have made your dreams come
true. We're very proud of you!

LoVb., t\!10M, DAD, AND ALlbON

c5'Y[om, Vad, and uflisa

CONC;-RATULATIONb oN YOUR

Chriden

Ann Morrow. M.D.
W6 tvOVlf)V- 'f0Vl f ov-

CLARENCE M. DUNAGAN IV,
. MD

Mom, D2d, 2nd Sh2nnon

Congratu lations and God b less yo u a lways.
I ahr prOUd that you are
M.y D. aughter
Love,
MOhr

"Appendectomy? J'Ilswear you told me to do a vasectomy!"
" Congratu lations" kiSS from Mary

Jim and Mariah
Congratulations!

'f0VlV- tvovol. WOvfL,
'PeY~veY~

oI.ediau:f:itM, (}l¥lo/. --ttv6
?V-~ wrttv wtviafv
'fOVI oI.iol. --ttve/VI-. '(OVI
foflowed 'f0VlV- tv~--t
(}l¥lo/. YVL~6 'fOVIV0I.v-~ ao~--tv-v.e.,

I have been immeh~ely proud of you every d:ep of
the way... ~ince the day you were born.
You were clear in your de~tiny and ~eadfa~ in
your journey to reach thi~ goal.
You are the ..c. in commitment and the
'wind beneath my wing~'!
CONGRATULATIONg!
- Your Mother
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'(OVI'V6 ~VteJJ. 'f0VlV--t--rt16 oj tv~, (}l¥lo/.
V10W d tveYS Will v-~
--ttv6 v-wovol.S.

I-kJL-P '(lX{R WL-PI
L-ovtZ.;
;VIo#,

PCN?I, iyleY 0'JI1d

~'f' 0'JI1d Pv dIJ

hom you,- fi,-st steps
And Along the path of life
We have watched you with p,-oud pa,Aent eyes
Amazed at the st,-ides you
Have takel1 towa,-d ,-eaching you,- goals
Don't stop until you get the,-e
Walk on!
God Bless.
Love,
Moms & Dads

We're ~o p.rou~ of you!

Parent Ads
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Congratulations!
Andelle L. Teng, M.D.
DelYou,- det e,·mination
and hard work ,-eally
hit a home 'Aun!
You have had a g,-eat
pe,formance wit h '
winning ,-esult s!
We a,·e so p,·oud of you,· ,·ema,-kable
accomplishments. God bless you and guide you
always. All of ou,· suppo,-t, love, and p,-aye,-s a,-e
with you in yoU!- new endeavo,-s.

!
A

AI
You are a great human being and
will be a great Doctor

Love, Dad

Especially Mom, you,- gua,-dian angel

The hurcle:1 overcome,
The Ceterminatiol1-,
The :1e~itivity for mankinC,

Brian F. Morris. M.D.

From thQ farm to thQ (!ity.
God had a plan for you.
HQ hQld your hand and IQd
you all thQ way through
from (!adavQn: and patiQnt modQI~.
Who would havQ QVQr known
aftQr hour~ of QndIQ~~ ~tudying
you'd ~QQ mal patiQnt~ and rotation~ too!
WQ'm glad that your dmam~
havQ finally (!omQ truQ!
WQ'm ~o VQry proud of you!
lOVQ.
Mom. Dad. Mar(!. JOQ. and MatthQw

CONGRATULATIONS

13
R

ll1e Teng/Lu Families

:lfeatber ~nne Vecl<fr, J'rCV.

CONGRATULATION§
DR3 AMY ZACIlARIA§!

tOR

SUpER GUY!
With aU our love,
Mom, Dad, and Jill

Con.g-ratulations J eft:

John Robert Kinnison, M.D.
How can we begin
to tell you how
proud we are of
you? The day you

Andy, throughout your life the.... have
been numerous times that we have
been proud of you.

were born w as the

vve alvvays KTl.eVV
you had taleTl.t1

beginning of an
amazing journey.
The road, which w e
have traveled w ith
you, has been
gratifying, fulfilling,
and so very quick'
As you are
completing your
studies, we have

Now you have rea.che.c your
gocd ClnC your Clccomp.lhhment:1 Clre e.xtrClorcinary
inCeec!

stopped to reflect
on these years.
Your caring,
compassion, dedication, and determination are just a few of the
qualities, which have made you the man you are today. What
greater profession could you choose to put these qualities to use.
There has been no greater lOy in life than having you as our son

At( our love ClnC ~up.p.ort CllwClY~1

Mom ClnC 1)Cl~
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and the memories we hold so dear.

All our love, Mom ow Dod

But so for, today tops them all .

Congratulations on your graduation.
The Sedivy cl 6rala Families.

Love,

~orn,

Dad, a:n.d

~ichelle
Parent Ads
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SlEVEN ZANGAN, M.D.
REMEMBER? EVER SINCE YOU WERE A limE GUY?
YOU PLANNED PURPOSEFULLYI
YOU PREPARED PRAYERFLILLY!
YOU PROCEEDED POSITlVELYI
YOU PURSUED PERSIS1ENllyl
AND NOW? ITS liKE FATl-iER liKE SONI

The Caduceus starr would like
to extend our heartf:elt
gratitude to those people whose '
time and dedication helped us
•
•
to turn our plans and Ideas
intO
this memoir or the last rour
years.

.

C(drmgwlul~

,

(UII1 .!I8eJ·CWiJreo. ·

. k.th£.
<ZiyctafithiltdibikulCfJIOM bl2()(}l

I

.

TIIANKYOU_
."DeclVl Mic~ael Lambesls for s~ariYlg ~Is expertise
aYld advice from start to flYlls~ dlArlYlg t~ls process,

CONGRA1ULA1l0NS, S1EV8
MAY YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND llME TRANSLATE INTO MIRACLES
FOR Tl-iOSE YOU ARE ALLOWED TO SERVEI
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU AND LOVE YOU VERY MUCH.
YOUR PARENTS DR. MIKE AND GISBJ£ ZANGAN

IIIP~~1I1s ClArraYl aYld t~e OffIce of CamplAS Life for
t~e alwa~s frieYldl~ ·be~IYld-t~e-5CeYles· asslstaYlce,

".JeYlYllfer ClArts of Walswort~ PlAblis~iYlg for
provldlYlg t~e tec~Yllcal SlApport aYld advice,

The Loyola Stritch Class of 200 1 would like to
thank the following departments and sponsors
Admissions
Alumni Association
Anesthesiology
CBNA
Dean of Students
Doc Ryan's
Family Medicine
Hyatt
Internal Medicine
LiblAary
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Neurology
Neurological Surgery
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Office of Campus Life
Orthopaedic SUIAgery
Otolaryngology
Pathology
Pediatrics
Pharmacology

Physiology
Preventive Medicine
Radiology
StalAship Subs
SUIAgery
University Ministry
Urology

The Departrnent of
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Congratulates the Cass of 2001
on your accoInpltshments!
John Gianopoulos, M.D., Chairman
Richard Eaton Besinger, M.D.
Patricia L. Collins, M.D., Ph.D.
Judith Cothran, M.D.
Susan Gross Fisher, Ph.D.
Roberta L. Karlman, M.D.
Andrea Painting Kemp, M.D., MPH
Wffiiam E. Macmillan, M.D.
Sean McFadden, M.D.

Kalpana Mhatre Helmbrecht, M.D.
Robert Mittendorf, M.D., Dr.P.H.
Erik Muraskas, M.D.
Katherine Nolan-Watson, M.D.
Ronald Keith Potkul, M.D.
Adrienne L. Ray, M.D.
Donna Marie Smith, M.D.
Paul Tomich, M.D.
Meike Lian Uhler, M.D.
Michael). Zinaman, M.D.
Adverti sements
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The Depatirnertt of Pediatrics
Congrotulates the
Class of 2001
on their: achie\1ements and wishes
them welL in all their: futulle endecwor:s.
Joseph Zancp, MD., Maude C. Oatke Pt'Ofessot" and Chait"
Mitiam Barron, MD., Vice Chait" fot" Education
Thomas DeStefani, MD., Vice Chait" fot" Administrntion
Reklw, AgtnwaL, MD.
Gast"udroz :Ahmed, MD.
LaWr:ence Bennett, MD.
James BetT1WJ1;, MD.
Dana Bro.zdziunas, MD.
F~ Cetta, Jt"., MD.
Malliswati Challapalli, MD.
Youngron Chung, MD.
Stephen Co, MD.
Ousam.a DallnL, MD.
Kim DelCAngela, PhD.
John DOWnie, MD.

R. Chades Dumont, MD.
Benpmin Eidem, MD.
Elizabeth fisher;o, MD.
Annick Gaye, MD.
AUen Goldber;og, MD.
T 8. Gu~, MD.
Renu Jain, MD.
M Susan Jay, MD.
Ccwolyn Jones, MD.
Valetie Lanc}ois, MD.
Ricar:chito Maner:a, MD.
Jonathan Muro.sb, MD.

James A. Raettig, MD.
T Rcwiru!r:aJW,th, MD.
Simon Ros, MD.
Christine 8ajous, MD.
Maliha SluweeE, MD.
Jerold Sterling, MD.
Mary Tilema, MD.
Doloves Vitullo, MD.
Marx Weiss, MD.
Pamela WJLw, MD.

Wewer~..Rroua to

have been your

teaQher~ancl rnentor~!.

May yOU all

have 9Jccesgu[ car~r~.
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Congrafulafions ·
fofhe
Class 0/2001.1

Front the Neurological Surgery
Departntent
Douglas Anderson, M.D.
Andrew Chenelle, M.D.
Peter Letarte, M.D.
RussellNochels, M.D.
Thontas Origitano, M.D., Ph.D.
John Shea, M.D.
Harish Shownheen, M.D.
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l
CONGRATULATIONS!
GOOD LUCK IN YOUR

FUTURE ENDEAVORS!

DOC RYAN·S

Catering

JIM SHAW

7618 W. Madison

Proprietor

Forest Park
708-771-3016

7432 MADISON. FOREST PARK. IL 60130·708·366·2823

ceOll5wfol~
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celOM ()f 20011
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Feel the Hyatt Touch®

Loyola University of Chicago admits students without regard to their race, color, sex or national or ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs, and other
activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school. Loyola University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex or national or
ethnic origin in administration of its educational policies, admissions' policies, scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.
Otherwise qualified individuals are not subject to discrimination on the basis of handicap. If you believe you have been discriminated against because of race, sex,
national origin, or handicap, please contact the Office of the Dean of Students. Due to rigid time requirements, this yearbook must be printed before the final lists of
degree candidates can be determined. The exclusion of the name of a student is not to be taken as indication of his official status as a non-graduate nor is the
inclusion of the name of the student to be taken as certification of his or her offical status as a graduate.
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